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K143. THE rOEMS OF CATULLUS, ed. by W.
A. AIKEN. Pub. at $3.00
• SALE-$1.49
K144. JOHN DEWEY - PROBLEMS OF MEN.
Selected 'l)'rltings. Pub. at $3.00
SALE-$1
K146. lll.EN AND THEIR MOTIVES, by J. C.
Flugel. Why we behave the way we do. Pub. at
$5.00
SALE-$1.49
Kl46. THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF JOHANNES KEPLER, by C. Baumgardt. Intro. by Albert
Einstein. Pub. at $3.75
SALE-$1.00
K147. MARRIAGE, MORALS AND SEX IN
AMERICA, by S, Ditzion. From colonial times to
the Kinsey Report. 440 pp. Pub. at $4.50
SALE-$1.98
K151. ALBERT EINSTEIN'S OUT OF MY LA-1
TER YEARS. Reflections of race relations, politics,
SALE-$1.98
science, economics. Pub, at $4.75
Kl54. GREAT ENGLISH SHORT NOVELS, ed,
by Cyril Connolly. 880 pp, Pub, at $6.00
SALE-$2.98
K155. GREAT FRENCH SHORT NOVELS, ed.
by F. W. Dupree. 717 pp. Pub. at $5.00
SALE-$2.98
·Kl71. THE YEARBOOK OF PSYCHOANALYSIS. Vol. IV, ed. by Sandor Lornnd. Recent de·
velopments in psychoanalytic thought. Pub. at
$7.50
SALE-$1.98
K172, THE YEARBOOK OF PSYCHOANALYSIS. Vol. VI, ed. by Sandor Lorand, Pub. at $7.50
SALE-$1.98
K174. INTRODUCTION TO NUCLEAR PHYSICS, by w. Heisenberg. 52 illus. Pub. at $5.25
SALE-$1.98
K184. LIFE, THE GREAT ADVENTURE, by J.
Rostand nnd P. Rodin. Pub. at $3,50
SALE-$1

MEDICAL AND

KMl ANTIMICROBIAlTHERAPYINMEDICAL PRACTICE, by Flippen & Eisenberg.
Pub. at $6.00
SALE-$1
KM2 THE CYCLOPEDIA OF MEDICINE,
ed. by G. M. Piersol et nl. Chapters by 76 leadins: physician•. 833 pages, fully iUus. Pub. at
$10.00
SALE-$3.98
!{MC CHEMISTRY IN HEA:LTH AND DISEASE, by H. C. Biddle. 797 pp, illus. Pub. 1\.t
$4.75
SALE-$2.98
KM5 CLINICAL PATHOLOGY, ed. by ·s.
Miller. Standard work -1,060 pp., 247 lllus., 34
in color". Pub. at $8.00
SALE-$2.98
Klll. THE LiFE AND ART OF ALBRECHT
DURER - 166 PLATES, by I. Fenyo. Paintings,
woodcuts, engravings, drawings, watercolors. '1*"
by 9¥.,", imp.
SPEC1~3.98
K112. JACKIE GLEASON THE GOLDEN
HAM, by Jim Bishop, Pub. at $3.95
SALE-$1
Kl1'1. THE UNDERWATER NATURALIST, by
Pierre D.! LatiL The first eyewitness natural history
of fish - a handbook for skin-divers. Pub. at $3.50
SALE-$1.98
Kll8. THE PASSIONATE YEARS CARRESSE CROSBY'S AUTIOBIOGRAPHY. Photos.
Pub. at $5.00
SALE-$1
Kl22. PYGMIES AND DREAM GIANTS, by K.
Stewart. ~-valuable, f.n.scinating account!' - Margaret Mead. Pub. at $3.75
SALE-$1.98
Kl23. THE SECRET DIARY OF HAROLD L.
ICKES - THE FIRST HUNDRED DAYS. 705
pages. Pub. at $6.00
SALE-$1
Kl2S. CLASSICS OF BIOLOGY, by A. P. Buer.
Selections from Lavoisier, Darwin, 62 others. Pub.
at 7.50
SALE-$2.98
K129. ABE LINCOLN: AN ANTHOLOGY BY
65 GREAT WRITERS. Pub. at $8.50
SALE-$1
Kl30. VAN WYCK BROOKS' SCENES AND
PORTRAITS. Memoirs. Pub. at $4.50 SALE-$1
K132, THE . STORY OF INVENTIONS, by E.
Larsen, Vivid, 500-year history, illus. Pub. nt $2.75
SALE-$1
K136. 'tHE DAWN OF PEI\SONAUTY, by E.
Cailliet. Pub. at $3.00
SALE-$1
K137. INTEGRATION- BREAKTHROUGH ON
THE COLOR FRONT, by Lee Nichols. Pub. at
$3.50
SAL~$1
K141. AMERICA'S GREATEST SCIENTIST JOSIAH WILLARD GIBDS, by L. P. Wheeler. One
of the major creative minds of the post..Civil ·war
period. Pub. at $4.00
SALE-$1.98
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K90. BERTRAND RUSSELL'S DICTIONARY
OF MIND, MATTER AND MORALS. Pub. at
$5.00
SALE-~1.98
K91. DICTIONARY OF PHILOSOPHY, ed. by
D. D. Runes. Pub. at $6.00
SALE-$2.98
K96. THE REAL ENJOYME;NT OF LIVING, By
H. J. Schachtel, Pub. at $2.76
SALE-$1
K97. WISDOM OF THE TALMUD, by Rabbi Ben
SALE-$1.49
Zion Bokser. Pub. at $3,75
K98. THE WISDOM OF THE .EAST - BUDDHIST TEXTS THROUGH THE AGES. 0 Pub. at
$10.00
SALE-$1.98
K99. SEVEN JEWISH PHILOSOPHERS DISCOVER CHRIS,T - WALLS '2\RE CRUMBUNG,
by J. M. Oesterreicher. Pub. at $6.00 SALE-$1.98
K100. SPINOZA- THE ETHICS: THE ROAD
TO INNER FREEDOM. One of the great boob.
l'ub. at '$3.00
SALE-$1.98
K101. THE TRANSCENDENT UNITY OF RE·
LIGIONS, by F. Sehu\!n• Praiaed by T. S. Eliot.
Pub. at $3.00
.
.'
SALE-$1
K102, JESUS AND HIS TIMES, by Daniel-Rops.
Acclaimed as the best life of Christ ever written.
616 pp. Pub. at $5.00
SALE-$1.98
Kl05. COLLECTED CONVERSATIONS
OF LORD BYRON - HIS VER.Y SELF AND
VOICE, ed. by E. J, Lovell. 676 pages. Pub. at
$7.50
.
SALE-$2.98
KlOS. THE SHORT NOVELS OF BALZAC. 10
complete novels - 503 pp.; intro. by Jules Ro:"'
mains. Pub. at $5.00
SALE-$2.98
Kl09. THE SHORT NOVELS OF COLETTllJ.
733 pp. - 6 masterpieces. Pub, at $6.00
SALE-$3.49

'

I.

Brand-new Editions from leading Publishers ... Important Subjects and Authors •.• BIG SELECTION MEDICAL AND TECHNICAL BOOKS
Kl. CHURCHIX:.L - HIS LIFE IN PHOTOGRAPHS, ed. by R. S. Churchill and H. Gernsheim.
Fascinating photo-biography. Nearly 400 11ictures.
Pub. at $5.00
SALE-~1
K4. THE SEDUCTION OF THE INNOCENT, by
Dr, Frederic Wertham. Pub. at ~4.00
SAX:.E-$1
KG. THE MEMOIRS OF CORDE:LL HULL. 1,74Z
pages. Fascinating reading throughout and one of
tha great sourcebooks of contemporary history. Two
vols., pub. at $10.50
SALE-$4.98
K8. PRELUDE TO "BHOWANI JUNCTION"BUGLES AND A TIGER, by John Masters. Pub.
at $3.50
SALE-$1
KlO. AROUND THE WORLD CONFIDENTIAL
-UNCENSORED. By Lee Mortimer. Pub. at $3.50
SALE-$1
Kll. MILLER'S POPULAR MATHEMATICS, by
Denning Miller. An adventure in the understanding
and enjoyment or math. Orig. pub. at $5.00
NOW-$2.98
KU. MODERN SCIENCE FICTION. Ed, by R.
Bretnor. Pub. at $3.75
•
SALE-$1.49
Kl6. THE AMERICAN PEOPLE THEIR
OIVILIZA'.riON AND CHARACTER, by H. B.
Parkes. Pub. at $3.50
SALE-$1.49
K20. BETWEEN THE ELEPHANT'S EYES I by
Col. Robert L. Smith. Pub. at $3.75 SALE-$1.49
K21. FOOTBALL'S GREATEST COACHES AND
'tHE PLAYERS WHO MADE THEM. FAMOUS,
by E. Po.Pe. Pub. at $3.95
SALE-$1.49
K22. PICTURE HISTORY OF THE U. S. NAVY
- 1,200 ILLUSTRATIONS. By Theodore Roscoe
& Fred Freeman. Pub. at· $12.50
SALE-$6.88
K23. ALBERT EINSTEIN'S ESSAYS IN SGI·
ENCE. Pub. at $2.76
SALE-$1
K26. SIX UPON THE WORLD, by P. F. Doug.
lass. Lives and ideas of six leaders of American
opinion. Pub. at $4.95
SAL~l
K27. AN ANTHOLOGY OF CHRISTIAN CONVERSATION. The best of Catholic thought and
wisdom. Pub. at $4.76
SALE-$1.98 "
K2B. SELECTED WORKS OF EDGAR ALLEN
POE, 449 pp, Pub. at $3.75
SALE-$1.49
K30. TREASURY OF PHILOSOPHY, ed. by D.
D. Runes. Nearly 1.300 pages covering the whole
span of recorded philosophical thought and writing.
Pub. at $15.00
SALE-$1
K32. PARADISE NORTH, by H. D. Barrow.
Breathtaking- account of a modern frontiersman.
Pub. at $3.60
SALE-$1
K35. OCCUPATION: THIEF, by Donald Mackenzie. Pub. at $3.50
SALE-$1
K39, FOUNDATIONS OF SCHOOL LEARNING,
by G. H. Wheat. Pub. at $5.50
SALE-$1
K41. SHOLEM'S ASCH'S THE PROPHET. An
epic work, Pub. at $4.00
SALE-$1
K43. ANIMAL FORMS AND PATTERNS- 125
ILLUSTRATIONS, by A. Portman. Pub. at $6.25
SALE-$1.98
K46. CAVALCADE OF COMEDY- 21 GREAT
PLAYS,. 715 pages of wit and merriment. Pub. at
$7.50
SALE-$3.98
K46. CREATURES OF THE DEEP SEA, WITH
156 AMAZING ILLUSTRATIONS. By K. Guenther & K. Deckert. Pub. at $3.95
SALE-$1.98
K47. THE MOZART HANDBOOK, ed. by L.
Biancolli. 629 pages, Pub. at $7.50 SALE-$3.98
K54. BRING 'EM BACK PETRIFIED, by L.
Brown. lllus. Pub. at $4.00
SALE-$1
K56. THE YEARBOOK OF PSYCHOANALYSIS. Vol, 5. Ed. by Sandor Lorand. Pnb. at $7.50
SALE-$1.98
K60. AS I REMEMBER HIM, by Hans Zinser.
"Wise and beautiful',- N. ~. Times. Pub. at $5.00
.
SALE-$1.98
K63. THIS IS MY BEST HUMOR, ed. by Whit .
Burnett. 552 pa'g.,. of laughter by 80 of the world's
top Mipg humorists. Pub. at $5,00 SALE-$1.98
K64. GREAT ADVENTURES IN MEDICINE.
874 pages. Pub. at $5.00
SALE-$2.98
K65. ELECTRONidS, by A. W, Keen, An Introduction for the non-technical reader. Illus, Pub. at
$5.00
SALE-$1.98
K66. GREAT ADVENTURES & EXPLORA'.r!ONS. 788 pages, with maps. Ed. by V. Stefans•
son. Pub. at $6.00
SALE-$2.98
KG9. AMERICAN DOCUMENTS -THE FAITH
OF OUR FATHERS. The ideals of the American
"common man" from 17.90 to 1860. Pub. at $6.00
SALE-$1.98
K70. SEVEN WHO FLED AND ONE WHO
FAILED- ESCAPE FROM PARADISE. Pub. at
$S.50
SALE-$1
K72. THE WORLD OF MAN - A GUIDE TO
MODERN KNOWLEDGE, by H. E. L. Mellersh.
Pilb. at $8.75
SALE-$1.49
K74 •. AN ANTHOLOGY OF. FOLKLORE SIDEWALKS OF AMERICA, ed, by B. A, Botkin.
606 t>alles, Pub, at $6.95
SALE-$2.98
K76. THE HISTORY OF MA'.rHEMATICS, by
J. E. Hofmann, Pub. at $4.75
SALE-$1.98
K78. LEWIS MUMFORD -IN THEl NAME OF
SANITY. Pub. at $3.75
SALE-$1
KSl. "THEl FEMME· FATALE" - THEl WO•
MAN IN THEl CASE, by E. X:.ustgartell. Pub. at
$3,00
SALE-$1
KS6. DICTIONARY OF NEW WORDS, by M,
Reifer. Pub, at $6.00
SALE-$2.98
K87. DICTIONARY OF MYSTICISM, M. by F.
Gaynol'. Pub. at $1i.OO
SALE-$1.98

i

K199. MAGIC, MYTH & RITRUAL - THE SA·
CRED FOREST, by P. D. Gaisseau. Photos. Pub.
nt $4.00
.
SALE-$1.98
K200. "SOUND BARRIER" - THE STORY OF
HIGH-SPEED Fj'..IGHT, By N. Duke. Illus. Pub.
at $4.75
SALE-$1.98
K201, CHRIS:r'MAS ..LIGHTING AND DECO·
RATING, by T. Saros. Profusely lllus. P~b. at $2.95
SALE-$1
K202. STILL DIGGING, by Sir Mortimer Wheeler,
••The greatest archaeologist of his day" (London
Times). 16 photos. Pub. at $4.00
SALE-$1
K203. THE HYDROGEN BOMB - THE MAN,
THE MENACE, THE MECHANISM. By J. Shep.
ley & C. Blair. Pub. at $3,00
SALE-$1
K204. HILLARY'S NEXT - EAST OF EVEREST. By Sir Edmund Hillarry & G. Love, 48 pages
of photos. Pub, at $5.00
SALE-$1.49
1\206. MATHEMATICS' HUMAN SIDE - THE
BEQUEST OF THE GREEKS, b!1 T. Dantzig.
lllus. Pub. at $3.95
SALE-$1.98
K207. PROPHETIC REBEL - HENRI POINCARE, by T. Dantzig. Pub. at $3.00
SALE-$1
K208. HENRY DAVID THOREAU- THE CONCORD AND THE MERRIMACK. Ed. by D. C.
Lunt. A classic of American Jife and thought Thoreau's rich, acute observations of man and na..
ture along New· England's rivers. !]Ius. Pub. at
$4.50
SALE-$1,98
K209. THE ART OF VINCENT VAN GOGH 12 PRINTS IN FULL COLOR. Import. Pub. at
$2.50
SALE-$1
K210. THE FRESCOES OF GIOTTO IN ASSISI.
12 prints in full color. Import. Pub. at $2.50
SALE-$1
K211. THE ART OF PIERO DELLA FRANCESCA. 12 prints in full color. Pub, at $2.60
SALE-$1
·
K212.
TOULOUSE
LAUTREC.
HI•
posters
TE<;:H BOOKS
and paintings - 12 prints in full color. Pub, at
$2.60
SALE-$1
KM7 MEDICAL TREATMENT: PRINCI·
K213. THE ART OF DUCCO DE BUONINPX:.ES AND THEIR APPLICATION, ed. by
SEGMA. 12 prints in full color. Pub, at $2.50
Evans. Over 1,400 pages. Pub. at $21.00
SALE-$1
•
SALE-$3.98
K214. THE ART OF RAPHAEL. 12 prints in full
KM15 ESSENTIALS OF PHARMACOLOGY,
color. Pub. at $2.50
SALE-$1
by F. Oldham, Pub. at $5.00
SALE-$1.98
K216. THE ART OF CARAV AGGIO. 12 prints ln
KM1GJ PENCILLIN THERAPY: INCLUD·
full color. Pub. at $2.60
SALE-$1
ING STREPTOMYCIN, TYROTHRICIN AND
OTHER ANTIBIOTIC THERAPY, by J. A.
K216. THE ART OF GUARD!. 12 prints in full
Kolmer. Illus. Pub. at $7.50
c_olor. Pub. at $2.50
SALE-$1
KM17 PATHOLOGY IN GENERAL SURK217. THE ART OF TIEPOLO. 12 prints in full
GERY, by P. W. Scheafer, M. D., with 495
SALE-$1
color. Pub, at $2.60
pages. Pub. at $17.00
SALE-$4.98
K218. THE ART OF GIOTTO IN PADUA. 12
prints In full color. Pub. at $2.50
SALE-$1
CIS HARBOR SCENES- 4 MARINE WATERCOLORS BY HENRY GASSER. 14"xl1". Pub. at
K185. HEMINGWAY, SALINGER, FARRELL,
$4.00. Set of 4
NOW-$1
ET AL. - IN SEARCH OF HERESY, by J. W,
Aldridge. Pub. at $4.00
SALE-$1
C52 AUTHENTIC SPANISH BULLFIGHT
PRINTS. ll\l,"x15". Pub. at $4.00. Set of 4
K186. THE LIFE AND WIT OF ROBERT
NOW $1
BENCHLEY. Photos, Pub. at $3.95
SALE-$1
ClO MOTHER GOOSE NURSERY PICTURES.
K187. HOW TO •PICK A WEDLOCK, by Ira. Wal·
13 x 16. Set of six
SPECIAL $1
]aca, author o£ ~·Hopalong Freud!' Pub. at $2.95
SALE-$1
CG PARIS STREET SCENES. 10 x 14. Pub, at
$3.00. Set of 6
NOW-$1
Kl88. WAR. BETWEEN THE SEXES - EVER
SINCE ADAM AND EVE. Rollicking drawings by
C26 UTRILLO'S MONTMARTRE SCENES. 17
86 famous cartoonists. Pub. at $3.96
SALE-$1
x 14. Pub. at $12.00. Set of 4
NOW $2.98
K189. BOSWELL, PEPYS, ADAMS, STEFFENS,
C11 CHINESE FLOWERS- Blommon and Dlubs ·
ET AL.- TliE MIGHTY TORRENT, by S. John·
irom "The Mtt!!tard Seed Garden," 15% x 18'/.z,
son. The lives and work of the world's famous biog..
Pub. nt $5.00. Set of 4
NOW $1.98
raphers, 591 pages. Pub. at $6.50
SALE-$2.98
C37 WATERFOWL SPORTING PRINTS. 17 x
Kl90. THE STORY OF PREHISTORIC MAN, by
13'/z. Pub. at $5.00. Set of 0
NOW $2.98
A. Leroi-Gourhan. 48 plates. Pub. at $4.76
C14 FREDERIC REMINGTON'S "BUCKSKINS.''
SALE-$1.98'
12 x 16, Pub. at $7.50. Set of 8
NOW $2.98
K191. CONCISE DICTIONARY OF THE AMERC4
GRANDMA
MOSESFOUR
SEASONS.
17
ICAN LANGUAGE, by A. Waldhorn. Pub. at $4.50
SPECIAL $2,98
x 14.
SA:LE-$1.98
C44 DECORATIVE OLD MAPS. 20 x 16. Pub, at
K192. THE HEART OF THE HUNTER, by E.
$12.00, Set of 6
NOW $3.98
Marshall. Pub. at $4.85
" SALE-$1
C19
DEGAS
SILKSCREEN
Pll.INTS.
13 x 18>4,.
Kl93. ·FREUD, EINSTEIN, DARWIN - MAKPub. nt $4.00. Set or 4 •
NOW $2.98
ERS OF MODERN SCIENCE, by Bilboorg, et al.
C02 SIX MEDIEVAL ILLUMINATIONS. 9 x 12.
Pub, at $4.00
SALE-$1.98
SALF..-$2.98
.Pub. nt $5.00, Set or 6
K194. THE HUNTING WASP, by Crompton.
C13B MODIGLIANI PRIN'I'S. lG x 20. Pub. nt
Pub. at $3.00
SALE-$1
$6.00. Set of 4
NOW $2.98
Kl95, THE COMPLE'.rE MADISON : HIS BASIC
034 WINSLOW HOMER WATERCOLORS. 18 x
WRITINGS. Ed. & intro. by S. K. Padover. Pub. at
15. Pub. at $5.00. Set .or 6
NOW $8.98
$4.00
SALE-$1.98
Cl5 PICTURESQUE MEXICO. 1~ x 14. Pub. at
K196. JIMMY CANNON WHO STRUCK
$6.00. Set of 4
NOW $2.98
JOHN 1 Sporta and satirical pi tees, Pub. at $3.50
SALE-$1
C23 JAPANESE CO:LOR PRIN'.rS. 13 x 18, Pub.
at $10.00. Set or 8
NOW $2.98
K197. THEl SHOR'.r STOltiES. OF DOSTOYEV·
SKY. 17 masterpieces, 630 pages. Pub. at $8.00
C45 TOULOUSE,LAUTRTI1C "MOULlN ROUGE''
SALE-$2.08
PRINTS. 9'1,.'• x 18", Pub. nt $5.00, Set of 6
NOW $2,98
Kl98. ALFRED NORTH WHITEHEAD'S ESSAYS IN SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY. Pub.
0188 EARLY' AMERICAN MILITAitY PRlNTS.
at $4.75
SALE-$1.98
Pub. at $G.OO,
SALE-$1.98

-

Open letter to all concerned:
We of the student council hereby protest the proposed action of the administration in setting up personal profiles of
students living on campus. We feel that these blanks, as pro-~
posed, are q, direct, uneth~cal violation of the individual rights
of students for the followmg reasons:
·
'
t; Personal information to be included is of a confidential
Appli!Jations :fu.r Thunderbird ed-.
nature, and should be placed on file only by the indiitor at-e being accepted by Prof.
William Huber, chairman of the
vidual's permission.
Student Publications Board.
By Jeanette French
2. Judgements are to'be made by persons unqualified to
By Bill Heath
Juniors and seniors, regardless Mortar Board will sponsor the
do so. The fi:n-mslend themselves to emo'tion and bias.
The Student Council last night
of major, who have an aggregate formation of a junior womezt's honh
expressed its disfavor with the pro1.3 grade average are urged to ap- orary as its special project for the
3. The file will include only persons on campus - t ose posed setting up by the adminiswho live at home will receive neither the advwntages tration of pe1·sonnel p1·ofiles on
ply. The Student Publications year, president Betsy Whittingham
Board will meet next Friday, Dec. said.
nor obvious disadvantages of it.
students living on camJ;lus, by
13, to name the editor of the cam- The honomry will be composed
.
The
profiles
woul.d
tend
to
inhibit
individual
developdrafting
an open letter of protest
4
pus literary magazine.
of 20 to 25 junior women with a
to all pel'Sons concerned.
Applications may be sent to minimum grade poiut aggrega~e of
ment and violate the sanctity of the home.
The council voted unanimously to
Prof Huber's office in room 240 in 1.8 for two years. Other quahfica5. Suck a file can have very little value to potential em- effect the drafting of the letter,
the Stadium Bldg.
tions for membership will be demployers as. it doesn't allow for personality change after feeling that the proposed personnel
onstrated leadership ability and
profiles were a direct violation of
proven service to the campus comg1·aduation to be recorded,· thus the main effect coo the individual rights of the student.
munity.
. ..
only be derogatory.
'•
The council members said that
The purposes of the orgamzatlon
they were not rotestin the record
is to recognize .outstan~ing junior
The enti1·e idea of the file presupposes the assumption that itself but the ~rinciple tehind it.
~omthen, dto P1rovltdhe tlhe dlmphie~s to students, particularly girls, may be of low moral characte1· co~ncil members cast grave
.~.ur er
eve op e ea ers p po•
h A · .,
t· d
·
tential, and to serve UNM, Miss and should b. e labeled permanent~y as sue .
g~r~ s en tre ~u~ts a~ to t~e nght of ~he adfuture could hinge upon the opinion of a housemother 01' ~mmstratlOn to mclude c.ertal~ facts
Whittingham said.
Mortar Board will sponsor the
l
h
. 'k
fl t
• d
m the profiles, the quahficatlOns of
. t·10n as a 1oca1 group un t'l
gruh g e. z b
who would fill out the
The finals o"'... the annual UNM orgamza
1 counse or w o.mtg _t. re ec a persona~
f
b the persons
·
Song Fest will be held Dec. 15 in it becomes affiliated with a national
The counctl reahzes that these orms ave on Y een su - profiles, and the usefulness of the
·
the SUB ballroom, Chairm~n Jim honorary. Work has begun on a mitted for tentative approval and some items ~vill be changed ~orms.
Stevenson announce~ last mght. petition to "Chimes," nati.onal jun- or deleted. The council's prima?'Y objection is not to the form In .other actio!~, Rick Richards,
Stevenson also smd that two or- 1or women's honorary, w1th mem- .
•
.
. .
.
.
• co-editor of the mdependent newsganizations have been accepted as bership based upon scholarship, ~tself but to the vwlatton of P1'mctple ~nherent tn the basw paper, "The Gadfly," declined the
late entrants for the annual affair. leadership, and service.
idea of suck a file.
$150 app1·opriation granted the
Phi Delta Theta and Kappa Alpha There are 16 chapters of Chimes
If we have a thinking adntinist?·ation this file 1viU not be pape: last. week by the council.
were the latecomers.
throughout the country.
. •
'
·
•
.
Th1s action was taken in light of
All nt ··es must 'nclude the name Letters of application have been set up. Tkw UJ a school FOR students- not a refo1·m tnstttu- the fact that graduate students
of thee or~anizatio~, the titles and mailed to all junior v:omen with the tion concerned with the moral characte1· of its inmates.
Rich~rd~ and Don Gucker, editors
Signed
and mstlgators of the paper, would
composers of the two songs the necessary grade pomt aggregate.
song leader's name and telephone These forms must be filled out and
't
A d
H'
dB
C l Kl
be forced to 1•e'sign under the pres•
b
d $5 tr fee
returned to Miss Elder in room 103
Jack L1 tie, John n erson, owar rawn, aro
uver, ent Publications Board ruling statnu;oue: t~~phles w~N b~ aw~rded to of the Administration building by Barbara Hill, Gary Sloan, Bob Schnurr, Betsy Whittingham, ing that no undergraduate money
the winners in the men's and wo- noon, _Dec. 16.
• Berwyn McKinney, Ted Martinez, Don Fedric, Dan Hampton. may be allotted to a publication run
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By Dec. 13

Pions Are Given
B M.
B d
y ortor oor
For New Honorory

Clouve Criticized
o
L
non pen etter·
Profiles Are Hit

Ju.mo~ women who do not rece1ve

by graduate students.
President Jack Little announced
that the NSA study committee has
been disbal}ded until more facts
can be obtamed. NSA has been rumored to be listed as a subversive
organization.
L'ttl
. be
I
e rea d a 1etter wh'1ch Wlll
sent. to t~e St!lde~t Sena~.e conc;rnmg h1~ act1on m vetomg the
b;ll chartermg of campus organizations passed by the Senate at their
last meeting. In the letter Little
urged t~e Senate to draft a new bill
~on~ernmg the chartering of organ1Zat10ns.
In further action the Council a pproved March 23-28 as the date for
the Campus Chest campaign, and
donated $180 to Alpha Phi Omega
to obtain the Fanfare Band for
their annual Toy Dance.

Dote. Is Announced
•
FOr SOng Festlvo1

>

I

'.

!.

men's divisions. Judges will be
Arthur Loy, chorus director at
Highland high school, Robert
S~eetz, chorus direct;>r at ~al!ey
high school, and MISS Chl'lstine
Neighbours of the YWCA.
Ten groups will participate in
the finals •

el~glble may obtmn blanks from
MlSS Elder. Letters have also been
sent. to faculty members _an~ to
pre~ldents of campus
askLmtgt for rfe:o~mt et!ldatlo.nlls.b d
e ers
a Ion Wl
elivered
to othelllVI
selected
juniore women on January 13. The group will
choose advisors to assist Dean Lena
Clauve select a name for the organization and decide upon a
uniform '
"Prince Valiant," a 1·omance
'
from the days of King Arthur,
IFC
adapted from the famous comic
strip, will be· shown Sunday night The Inter-Fraternity Council will
in the Student Union building at 7. sponsor a dance Saturday evening
The free film will star James from 9-12 in the El Fidel hotel ballMason, Robert Wagner, Janet room. The Fanfare band will play
Leigh, and Debra Paget. All stu- for all fraternity men and their
dents are invited.
dates.

•prince Valiant'
Will Be Presented

·Open Thursday 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

UNADVERTISED
BARGAINS

MAIL .ORDERS ON LISTED TITLES ONLY

Odds and ends, few of a kind, etc.
All Sensational Values . • • wete
$2.50 to $5 each and higher-

NO TELEPHONE ORDERS PLEASE
~\

I

nOW

50c and $1 each

Final plans for the new UNM
student union building will probably be brought before the Board
of Regents for final approval in
approximately two weeks, President Tom Popejoy announced last
night.
·
Popejoy said that architects are
now working on the final plans and
specifications.
He said that everything was in
order, and that he expected bids on
the new SUB to start coming in
about two months after approval of
the plans by the regents.

Th St d t S t
t
this
at
.
1•oom 101, senate president
Don
Fedric .said..
.
Fedr1c sa1d that the vetoed Senate Bill 6 will be discussed, He
added that all senators who do not
submit their credentials by tomorrow will be dropped from the senate
rolls.

AWS

The Associated Women Students
will meet tomorrow at 1:30 in the
North-South lounge and Lobo room
of the SUB, spokesman :Marcia MeElderry announced.

Time Capsule Finally Finds a Happy Home
~·--~ .. --...... ,.....-·c·-·r-...,..---,.. ·--,~-~·'""""'-·· ... ~ ..--.,...•.•• _ 1 1 !

By Judy Gumm
painted cherry and silver and the
In 1950 the Homecoming Com- sc~re of the Homecoming game was
·•
i mittee decided to add something pamtcd on the outside of the cap' "
'
new to celebrate the silver anni- sule: New Mexico 0, Arizona 38.
'""'· '' "' ·
versary of UNM homecomings.
The c~psule was sealed during
•' ,. .
..: : ' .'
Looking forward to the golden the halftl~e of the game by Presi.
anniversary of Homecoming in ~ent PopeJoy, studen~ body pres1975, the committee decided to bUl'Y !dent Joe Passaretti, and Jim
a time capsule to be opened in Woodman. When the capsule is
1975.
o:pened in 1975, invitations will be
h'
. giVen to them to return for the
•T 18 capsule allegedly cont3;ms reopening of the ca:Psule.
..
p1ctures of old and new U,NM bUild- The capsule was supposed to be
1~gs a~d landmark~; p1ctures of bUl'ied during the half-time but a •
fmtermty and sororrty houses, and "tomb" could
t b d 'd d
clubs·, tl1e N ovem
· ber· 3• 1950• Issue
·
so it remainednoin ste ·ec1 ef upon
tw
of the LOBO; pictures of the years
orage or
o
Homecoming Queen, Ann Jackson, Ma~ lace
8 wer~ suggested, the
and her court· pictures of the float '-·
Y .P
]
d h · d '
·
·
· o;Yo mam ones bemg underneath
an ?use ecoratron wmners; and the football field d · th b
:f
:~the Mll'age cover for 1950-51.
the Lobo statue. an m e ase o
........ ..
A scroll, was also. put into the The main objection to both of
years before it came to rest at the University
capsul?
whiCh had the names of the these places was that both the foottheater. Its odds and ends will be revealed at
1l"eturmng alum~.
.
.
b~ll stadium and the Lobo statue
the 1975 Homecoming which will also be the 50th
~he caps~le 1s a~ ol~ m1lk ca.n might be moved in coming years to
anniversary of the annual UNM tradition. (staff wlnc~ contams an a1r-t1~ht plaStiC make way for new buildings or
photo)
contamer. The capsule Itself was roads.
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Rush in early for hundreds of
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New SUB Draw1ngs
• Student Senate
w·ttI Meet T0 d·ay
w·.
G
or~amzatlons Ill 0 fO RegentS
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!fter~o:~ :~~ Mi~~ell~~~l

a~p~lcatlon blanks ~ut feel they are
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THIS FADED PLAQUE MARKS the spot in the
Rodey Theatre patio where a time ca}li3Ule is
buried. The ca}Jsule, donated by the Class of
1960, will be opened in 1975. The improvised
mille can wandered around the campus for two
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•' Ce~ef'~
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• Pandora Lingerie
• Phoenix Hosiery
• lady Buxton
• Wondamere Sweaters
• Joy Stevens Blouses
• Queens Casuafs

CAliFORNIA STYLED SPORTSWEAR
CALIFORNIA STYLED DRESSES
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
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Great Ide_as_
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• Arrow Shirts and Sportswear
• Botany Clothing
• Hickok Belts
• Swank Jewelry
• Dobbs Hats
• Baggar Slacks
OFFICIAL BOY SCOUT DISTRIBUTORS
TOM SAWYER BOY'S WEAR
FREE GIFT WRAPPING!
3 ( I 2 centra I ave. n•. &.
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From its beginnings this nation has oeen guided by
great ideas.
,..,, !' ..•• ,
The men who hammered out the Constitution and the BtU
of Rights were thinkers-men of vision-the .best ed~c_a~ed. ~
f. their day. And every major advance m our ClVlh~atton.J
men o
.
. d
. · d b educatwn
since that time has come from mm .s equ~p~e y ,...-- .J
to create great ideas and put them ~~to action. '\.
So at the very core of our progress IS the college . -.eii1
cl~room. It is there that the imagin~ti?n of young m~n f
and women gains the intellectual disctplme that turns Itj
to useful thinking. It is there that the great ideas of the .
future will be born.
That is why the present tasks of our colleges ~nd
universities are of vital concern to every Amen~n. . '
These institutions are doing their utmost to rruse thell'
teaching standards, to meet the steadily ris~g pr~ure for
enrollment, and provide the healthy educatmnal cllDlate
in which great ideas may flourish.
.
They need the help of all who love freedom, all ~ho. hope
for continued progress in science, in ~tates~anship, In the
better things of life. And they need It now.

If you want to know what the college crisis
means to you, write for a free bo~klet to:
HIGHER EDUCATION, Box 36, Times
Square Station, New York 36, New York.
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GLOBAL GLANCES ...

ThInks

·

(Editor's note: This is the thnd.
•uo
in a series of 13 rmedited articles
Bditorial and Buaineaa offiee in the 1olll""•fi11111 Bm'Wina-. TeL 1-:t.US..
· · by m:mbers of the .UNM ~.uden.t
eouncil to be prmted m the
Editor-in-Chief~---~----------------------------_])azmy Ze1f LOBO. The following article is
.
•
written by .Tohn Anderson.)
I'Ianagmg Editor---------------------~-------..Bill Heath
By .Tohn Anderson
Tuesday night editor_____________________:_____ Sofia Chmura Is our student government vrorlh•
.
• while? This question arises in the !
Thursday mght edttor----------------------------Warren Hardin minds of college students e~ry,
Friday night editor-----------------------------Paul Sweif=r year; and because of the. amount:
of money Sll'ElDt by our student guv-:
Business Manager--------------------------Eric McCrossen· ernment. the que..-tion deserves a
·
Ad ·
....__., ~ __
d T
•
reply. The answer rests willi sou,.·
B usmess
VIsor-----------------------~ ~.u. .....,.,nar .. ermam the students.
:

Spell C-A-T for the Nice Prof

.

New Mexico didn't need a visiting English student to
tell us how feeble our educational process appears. Mr. Fairbairn didn't have to come 9000 miles to vent his criticism.
Most people right here know how illiterate most of the
campus is.
The most obvious illustration of the paltry education
meted out at UNM is the letters to the editor in the LOBO.
Except for occasional cranks and publicity seekers, letters
to a newspaper reflect thought and careful consideration.
People don't like to look foolish in print.
Most of the letters received by the LOBO had the most
ridiculous errors in spelling, punctuation, and grammar.
And yet these people mail their prose gems, fully believing
their words will live in eternity.
Not very many people on this campus can really read or
write. And the University lets them get away with it. In
the matter of teaching its students to express themselves
in their native language, UNM is guilty of fraud bordering
on the criminal.
The most hilarious instance of the weak-kneed atttempt
to instill literacy in its students is the sophomore proficiency
test.
The test allegedlY' must be passed before a student can
graduate. So he takes it two, three, four, five, six, seven
times until he has it by rote memory, and then he passes.
And if by some oversight he hasn't passed the exam, a
special exam is held just before graduation.
So what does it prove. The passing score is 60. On the
fifth try an engineer makes a score of 62. By University
standards, he now has a command of the English language.
What everyone must realize is that English is the most
important subject on this campus. Not in the sense that the
student body must discuss the poetry of George Crabbe or
the dramas of Thomas Dekker, but in the sense that they
can coherently communicate with their fellows.
An engineer, biologist, philosopher, teacher, journalist,
historian - everyone must be able to write and speak well
in public, for all the grades in Phi Bet!}- Kappa won't help
the poor graduates in a verbal interview or writing an application.
Everyone speaks every day of his life. He writes less,
but the written language is more important than the spoken
in the realm of economic success. And still UNM has the
temerity to release these students after four years, knowing they can't write a report, speech, essay, or job applica-tion. It's disgusting.
What can be done? First, revamp the sophomore proficiency exam. Instead .of underlining the fact that freshmen may not take the exam, make them all take it late in
the second semester.
Second, make every freshman take English 1. There is
no excuse for waiving this vital gammar course because
a new student passes a simple entrance exam with a high
score. No one person, certainly not a freshman, knows
enough English to permit his escape into the less practical
English2.
So make every student, from the 3.0 grade points down,
take English 1 and 2. Give them themes, all to be written in
class. Too many people are putting themselves through
school by writing other students' term papers.
Nobody likes themes, especially in class. But it is the
best way to develop facility in the language. So after rigorous drilling and pounding and grinding in the syntax of
English, give every student in every college the sophomore
proficiency test. And raise the passing score to 80.
If the student flunks the exam, put him back into a semester remedial course-not the same old grind he just left,
but a different course aimed at his difficulty, whether it be
reading comprehension, spelling, etc. Don't bore him with
the course he just left.
The only WaY' to teach English is to cram it into a student. And keep cramming until he knows it. Then maybe
the LOBO will get some letters where words like "professor,' ufinally," "collapse," and 11defeat" will be spelled
correctly.
-DOZ

by Julian Wise
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Student governments w-ere orlg• i

~;z;

'

inally instituted and ha:re grown •
. out of a demand by sb:!deBts for a
voice in the policies and aifms ef!
!

their University. Stwient op!nion
has always l'llllked hlgh as a determining factor in edn~tional pol- II
icy; but in place of un0Yg8Ilized).
pressure, student governments have·
grown up to provide the organiza-1
tion through which an entire student body could express itself, and
by reason of the organization carry
a tremendous force.
Students' rights are made susceptible to trampling by the very
nature of our educational institutions where administrations and
professors have the grading privilege to hold over the students'
heads in cases of conflict. It is only
through student government that
rights may be upheld without danger to individual students.
Now, let's bring this discussion
down to the situation aP UNM.
Yon, the students, have elected
people to serve you in Council,
Senate, and as Class Officers. You
elected them primarily on the ba·
sis of popularity, and now you
expect them to sit quietly in their
respective offices for a year.
You must not expect more, or
you would demand more. The potential p owe r residing in the
Student Senate, Council, and in
student-faculty committees is tremendous. This power is defined in
the Constitution of the Associated
Students which is accepted by the
Administration.
But take a close look at your
student government. What is it
doing? The answer is that our Student Council is, and has been for
some years now, a group of largely
disinterested students; not disinterested in getting elected, but
rather disinterested and apathetic
about doing any constructive work
for the student body. Our elective
bodies are concerned primarily
with insignificant details which
would and could be entrusted to ad·
ministrative officials of the University with very little extra burden
being placed on them.
We should face, the situation.
Our student government at UNM
is bogged down in matters of no
real, vital concern to the students as a whole; and as such, is
practically a farce. Improvement
come only with an increasing
interest on the part of students
in their government, and with a
demand by the students that
their elective officials do something for them.
Only the students can give their
officers the meat to work with. The
Council and Senate should not be
expected to invent problems. Our
student government can be compared to a meat grinder, becoming
rusty with disuse because the students are not putting in the meat
and turning the handle.
Perhaps the role of student government needs to be re-examined
or re-defined. If so, the students
should :make their wishes known.
If not, then we must take enough
interest to make the present system wo:rthwhile, or abandon it entirely.
[I
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Kappa Sigs Slate
Santa Fe Formal
Kappa Sigma will hold their Playboy formal tonight at the La Fonda
hotel in Santa Fe. Before the dance
there will be a Founder's Day din•
ner. Playboy magazine will cover
the dance and donate napkins and
favors :for the dinner, ,
This is the first formal out of
town sponsored by a campus organization. Two busloads will leave the
campus at 6 p.m. and return at
12:30 a.m. This is to be considered
a trial affair. Dean and Mrs. Math·
any will be the chaperones.

The United States was to have launched its first earth-satellite
early this morning after calling oft' the scheduled shot late Wednesday night. As of press time last night, no repo:rt was available as to
the probable success of this small, aix-and-one-half inch baby moon
a :first in the "Vanguard" project, The sphere will contain only radi~
t?ansmitting instruments, and is only a test implement.
American press coverage is so tight, tlle'public knows whenever
a failure is racked up by scientists on this side of the water. Behind
the curtain, things are a little different. Russia may have h;~d hundreds of failures before launching a successful :moon, but no one
knew about it. We only know of their successes ••• 'which came
before ours ••• but that' a because they started first, And of course,
their scientific emphasis waa all on the one point. .
The U. S. will get there. It may take a little more time, but the
. time is coming, Our leaders have awakened, and we'll make it. Even
as ¥OU read this on Friday morning, the 6th of December, we may
h&ve made it. Don't worry about America falling pack from her
position of the world's major power ••• we're still there.
Dr. Werhner von Braun said this week that the United States
shoold go around Russia, and not just catch up. He said that for
the past. five years h!l and other scientists have urged government
lead~:rs: to go along on a project to develop a "really big" rocket
engine. This program would put U. S. scientists on the moon, and
in more distant outer space fir13t, and ahead of Russia.
But, Dr. von Braun said, the officials just keep telling him to take
''first things first." This German scientist invented and developed the
V-2 rocket which was responsible for nearly bringing England to
her knees duting WWII. It may be a good idea to let von Braun have
the project, and let him get our people into outer space - quickly,
and first. Why just catch up if we can go around first?
Our leaders have finally realized the importance of science, and
now it's time for them to let go of the purse strings when it comes
to the development of our defense and our scientific advancement.
Von Braun eharged that government leaders here l!ick imagination.
This is probably true, but they have the money. Conversely, the
scientists have the imagination, but lack the money. If the two
would get together, we'd probably get somewhere - in a hurry.
The time for that merger has come.
President Eisenhower is going along with the advancement proposals. This week he outlined to congressional leaders a plan for a
$2 billion increase in the previously requested defense budget. The
money, he said, would be earmarked for anti-submarine and missile
weapons.
And still in Washington, New Mexico's own senior Senator, Den·
nis Chavez is up to his old chicanery again, His basic attitude of
anti-journalism, which is not confined to him (many on this campus,
witness, hold this same childish attitude; including many professors),
has flared again •.• as it always does when re-election time is near.
Asked in the nation's CJlpital if he would run again, Chavez said to a
reporter, "it's a free country." Asked again, he said, it might "look
that way."
·
It looks from here, again, that Chavez is still too big for his proverbial boots. This man is not only sarcastic toward everyone, in·
eluding his own party members and supporters, but is unconcerned
with public opinion, unconcerned about what his supporters think of
him, and not worried about what he says to the press - the latter
being probably the most important since it is a prime media :for
opinion formation - which controls voters at the polls.
Chavez has seniority. Too much. This state needs a change in the
U. S. Senate, and though it looks unlikely that it will get one, it
nevertheless needs one. Whenever Chavez puts his name on a ballot,
he gets elected ••• and he knows it. With the permanent registration
system for voters in New Mexico, people who J~ave been dead for 50
years are still voting, through their cousins and many other rela·
tives who are still around • .And all these votes go to Chavez. New
Mexico remains a Democrat-controlled state.
There may not be any feasible way to rid ourselves o:f Chavez as
a representative of our State in the United States Senate, but if
enough people are aware of the nothingness that he represents, this
in itself may be enough to do the job.
In New Mexico, Kirtland Air Force Base at Albuquerque has once
again become the home of a series of important tests on a highly
potent weapon. This time, the Special 'Veapons Command center here
is in charge of fitting a nuclear warhe!ld to an outboard pod of the
sleek B•58 jet-bomber. This ship is capable of speeds upward from
1500 miles an hour, and is the most powerful air weapon known to
the free world. The tests on the ship will be made out of KAFB here.
And on the UNM campus, more evidence of "head up and locked"
student government. There probably isn't one out of five on the
esteemed council who has read and studied the student constitution.
ft seems that persons responsible for spending student money should
m turn be responsible persons. Unfo1tunately this is not the case.
An unrecognized, unauthorized, worthless piece of mimeographed
rag recently appeared on this campus. This feeble attempt at writing,
a~d an even. feebler attempt at journalism (which in itself is a
highly techmcal art) was promptly and properly ignored by a)l
thinking persons here at this institution of higher learning.
_ However, it wasn't long until the already weak backbone of om•
student leaders on the Council bent and broke under the strain of
ignorance. This body saw its way clear to appropriate $100 of student
~oney for this f~rce in pri!lt· It v:as with glee that the pseudo·
mtellects respons1ble for this abortion accepted their victory over
their "leaders." It was with "tongue-in-cheek" tbat the joumalism
people took the news of the appropriation.
For, you see, (the council diclnot realize this, nor did the persons
printing the rag) a graduato student may not edit an authorized
student publication. And when money comes from funds in the
University treasury, the publication is ~uthorized. This further :means
that ,the; Prf~ted sheet (or sheet~ as the case may be) comes undl:'r
the JUrJscbchon of the publications board, an organization which
defines the media and appoints its editor.
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did they fight'--never, never, nevert-because Virginia,
who was majoring in psychology, did not believe in fighting. "Fighting," she often said, "settles nothing. The scientific way is to look calmly for the cause of the friction."
So· whenever· she and Oddly were on the verge of a.
quarrel, she used to whip out a series of ink blot tests and
they would discover the true underlying cause of their
dispute and deal with it in an enlightened, dispassionate
manner. Then, the itritant removed, their romance would
resume its tranquil, serene, unruffied course.
Mter six months of this sedate liaison, Oddly was so
bored he could spit. He loved Virginia well enough, but
he also believed that people in love ought to fight now
and then. "It opens the pores," he said. "And besides, it's
so much fun making up afterwards."
But Virginia would not be provoked into a quarrel.
One night Oddly tried very hard. "Hey," he said to her,
!'your hair loolrs like a bat's nest and your ears look like
last year's turnips and your face looks like a pan of worms
and as for your head, I've seen better heads on newel
posts."
"My goodness, we're hostile tonight t" said Virginia
cheerfully and whipped 120 Rorschach cards out of her
reticule. "Come," she said, "let us examine your psychic
apparatus.''

~-------------------------------------------------------------------~
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A Campus-to-Career Case Hrstory
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"I looked at all the angles"
Howard H. Winter, B.B.A., Texas
A. & M., '51, is now a Commercial
Manager with Southwestern Bell Tele·
phone Company in Houston, Texas.
He's in charge of 30,000 telephone
accounts and a staff of 36 people.
Howard's interest in a telephone
career dates from his first interview
with a telephone company representa·
'
tive.
"I looked at all the angles,''he
says. "We discussed pay and chances
for advancement, which looked excel·
lent because o£ the rapid growth of
the Bell System. We talked about
many different kinds of work, and
about what would he expected of me."
After receiving his degree in husi·
ness administration, Howard joined

Re,alizit,~g this, after showing their stupidity, the qouncil crawled

back mto 1ts hole, and the leader of this rag in tum into his hole.
And holes they are • • • holes of non-oxisting intelligence. The sad
part about this type person is that he himself is convinced that he
is brilliant. Sad indeed.
Standing in the cool night air of the open Southwest, looking over
the blinking lights of the city, and thinking about the future of
America, we often wonder just what will happen when these persons
become leaders with power over our daily lives. Or can this happen?
It is a frightening thought that these people may someday determine
what happens to the future of our nation.
I'm concerned.

SUB Board

normal," FairbairJt said.
Fairbairn visited the University The. New Mexico Union Boal·d
'
~
to debate again$t the UNM team will meet Dec. 12 at 4:30 p.m. in
la11t night. He is finishing up a the :Regents' room of the Adminis.
•
.
.
.
three month tour of 46 collegea and tration building, chairman Mike
of readtng IS more rewardmg quent emphasiS on practical pur- universities in the United States. Laine said today,
than one hour of lecturing.
suits. He said that U, S. science is 1::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~
He said that American professors too "project ridden," and the scien-!1
have told him that their students ti::,t has no opportunity to delve
Christmas Brides
do not know how to read, write, or into research on his own initiative.
BEAUTIFUL WEDDINGS PLANNED
spell. H~ said that mor? reading Fairbairn also noted the oftAND OUTFITTED
and a stlfl'e_r prep educatton would heard criticism of the status of the
in
good
taste for every budget
aolve the difficulty,
teacher in American education He
In Englan~,. Fairbairn said, stu- said that universities het'e s~end
FORMALS AND PARTY CLOTHES FO:R
~ents a~e 'Yntmg essays and read- too much money on beautiful and
THE HOLIDAY SEASON
It,Jg while m grade sc~ool; l!y the utilitarian buildings when they
tim~ they a1•e 15, there _Is httle they should be putting their financial redon t know about the1r language, sources into better instructors,
'd th t "A
·
th
and they can then concenh'ate on H
their· chosen field.
e sat
a
mencans pay e
I
,
The United St t · 't 1 . same money for a first rate profes'...Jt
.
. a es ISn se ectJve sor as for a second rate longshoreOpen 'Til 9 'l'uesday Eyening
enough m the1r college students, man "
Dial AL 5-1323
3424 Central SE
Fairbairn said. He commented that
'
.
. .
the American universities are beHe sat~ that ~thlebcs IS taken_j~~::.::;;;;;::=;:=:;:;;;:~;:::~~=~======:=~~
ing overrun with students, thus ~ore seri.ously m England than 1
lowering the educational level
m the Un1ted States. In England,
In England, he said, 90 'per the ~~;thletic emphas!s. wa!' more
cent of the applicants for a uni· on. w1de-sp~ead partJ~IpatJon. He
versity such as Oxford are re- satd tha~ his umv~t;oitY, had. 1~40
jected. He said that 80 per cent mel!, acti_vely par~1c1patmg 1~ In·
(BtllheAuthorof"Ral!y RoundthB Flag, Bo!IBI"otld,
David Fairbairn
of the students at Cambridge are tercollegiate rowmg. Cambndge
·
"Barefoot Boy with Clu!ek.")
. . .
.
receiving state scholarships.
has abou~ th-: same enrollm~nt
A vlsiting En~hsh debater had The high school system W!J.S l'e- as the University of. New Mexic~.
!ew words ?f praise for the Amer- peatedly criticized for its failure . There. are n~ athl~~1c scholarsh1ps
WHAT TO DO TILL THE
1can e~ucat!ona~ system yes~erday. to educate properly. Fairbairn said m En~hsh ~mversibes:
Dav1d Fa1rbaun, a reader m eco- that the high school classroom is Fa t r baIrn complunented the
PSYCHIATRIST COM;ES
nomics at Cambridge University in haunted "by the Stars and Stripes United States on its education of
Once upon a time at the University of Virginia there was
England, called U, S. students half- and the ghost of John Dewey. the masses, but also said that
coed named, oddly enough, Virginia University who was
a
educated on graduation from high America turns out marvellously ad- nothing is done for the exceptional
handsome and kindly and intelligent and ingeniously consc~ool and half educated on gradua- justed young people who are un- stu.dent,, unless he be exceptionally
at1on from college.
educated." He said that he consid· unmtelhgent.
structed and majoring in psychology. Virginia went steady
The biggest problem, Fairbairn ered education more desirable than He said that there was not too
with a young man on campus named, oddly enough,
much democracy in American edusaid, was the lack of reading on social adjustment.
Oddly Enough who was supple and fair and lithe and ani·
the part of a student, He said
He said that there is too much cation, just democracy misguided
mated
and majoring in phys ed.
that ·students attend lectures emphasis on technology in this into glorifying the average and
Virginia
and Oddly enjoyed a romance that was as
when_ they should be reading the country. He criticized the lack of sneering at the bright or the rooidyllic as a summer day, as placid as a millpond. Never
subject. He said that 15 minutes fundamental study and the cimse- ronic. "Everyone just wants to be

L

Southwestern Bell's Commercial De·
partment. "It was natural for me," he
says. "I have a business background,
I like to sell and make contacts.
"My training gave me a really solid
foundation in the business. Two years
in the Army interrupted it, by the way,
but the two years were credited to my
telephone company records and count
toward all benefits. After I'd returned
and finished my training, I was made
a business office supervisor. And since
February, 1956, I've been a Com·
mercial Manager in Houston. Each
assignment I've had has been a real
challenge and has presented a tre·
mendous opportunity to contribute to
and advance in the business.''

Be sure to investigate tlie career opportnnitiee for yon
in the 17 Bell Telephone Companies serving all 48 states.
On your campus the local com~ny represents tb~ o~~re. .
For more information about t eee career oppor um xes,
read the Bell Telephone booklet on file in your Place•
ment Office or-write for "Challenge and Opportunity" to:
College EO:ploylllent Supervisor, American Telephone
and Telegraph Co., 195 Broadway, New York 7, New York.
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Oddly tried again. "Who· makes your clothes?" he
sneered. "Bethlehem Steel?"
"Hmm," said Virginia thoughtfully and lit a cigarette
!'This sounds like an anxiety neurosis with totemism,
anagogic trauma, and a belt in the back." _
"I hate you," said Oddly. "I hate your looks and your
clothes and your toenails and your relatives and the
cigarettes you smoke.''
"Now, hold on, buster!" cried Virginia, her eyes crackling, her color mounting, her nostrils aflame. "Just keep a
civil tongue in your stupid head when you talk about
Marlborol Nobody's knocking that filter, that flavor,
that flip-top box while there's breath in my body 1 It's a
great cigarette, it's a doozy, it's a dilly, it's a bear-and
anybody who says a word against it gets thiB."
·
By "thiB" Virginia meant a series of combinations to
the head and liver, which she now delivered to Oddly and
turned on her heel and stormed away.
Oddly brought her down with a flying tackle. !'I love
you," he said.
!'And Marlboro?" said she.
!'And Marlboro," said he.
And they kissed and plaited love knots in one another's
hair and were married at Whitsun and smoked happily
ever after.
C19~7,IK.. shutmaa

•••

.And you too, gentle readers, will smoke happily ever after,
onee you tru Marlboro, tlw cigarette that gives l/QU such a
lot to like-including, 1011 earlWttlll hope, thit column.
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Comedy Will Open
At Rodey Theatre
The brightest and most original
of William Shakespear's comedies,
"Much Ado About Nothing," will
open at Rodey Theatre Dec. 11.
Gene Yell directs the TTniversi1lv
cast in the .boisterous comedy
l'omance.
The leading l'oles in the play will
be played by Adele Gallegos and
Cris Curran as Beatl•ice and Benedick .
The main plot of the play revolves around Benedick's friend
Claudio, played by Stephen Reynolds, and Hero, played by JoEllen
Briscoes, who fall in love.
The Shakespearean clowns, Dogberry played by Doug Berry
and his den~e watchmen, played by
Richard Kovash and Pete McCray,
add slapstick zest to the play.
Othel' membe~·s o:j; the cast include · Ralph L. Brutsche, ll'red
Thompson, W i 11 i am Binglmm,
Peter King, MaliY McGuh·e, Tom
Berman, and Diane Klinge,
Students
may reserve
with
their activity
tickets.tickets
The i"-=~~!;~~~~m;J~.E~~~~~~~~====='ii
SUB box office is . open Monday
through Friday from 10 to 11 a.m.
and 12 to 1:80. The Rodey Theatre
box office is open from 2 to 5 daily.
Cash admission is $1.16.

ED'S LAUNDERET

German Film

Your Neighborhood Laundry

To Be Shown

University

Just 3 Blocks West of the

"The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari," a
famous silent :film produced in 1919
in Germany, will be presented by
the Film Society tomorrow night at
7 and 9 in Mitchell hall room 101.
WASHING DRYING FOLDING
The picture utilizes expressionism and special lighting effects
a manner which opened the way
SHIRT SERVICE
for future film techniques in the
modern cinema era.
DRY CLEANING
A 1930 camera visit through the
fall of the year, "Autumn Fire,"
will be shown as the short subject:
Filmed by Herman Weinberg, it is
an early example of the motion piclUG Grand N.E.
ture camera as an aesthetic instrument.
Admission will be 50 cents at the~~~;:;;-~~~~~~~~
door or by season membership card.J i
;;;;

..

LOVE IN THE LAUNDRY
Last month we got the following letter:

Dear Van Heusen, you rats: .
Thanks muchofor breaking up
the hottest romance since Scarlet
and Rhett. Me and Laundry
Mark a;ft28Fy might be honeymooning in Palm Beach today
if it wasn't for your so-called
smart ideas. Go shoot yourselves
in your ulcers. Respectfully
yours, Dorothea Jornes.
We tracked down the story
behind it and found that Miss
Jomes worked a steam-iron at
the Acme Laundry in Eastpox,
N.J. Last year, while ironing
a shirt belonging to Laundry
Mark x428Fy, she had noticed
a small piece of paper protruding from the slot on the
collar. Curious, she pulled it
out and read: "Whoever you
are, I love the way you press
my shirts. I think I may love
you too. Interested?" She
blushed, but daringly wrote
her answer- "Interested,
aorta," and slipped it in the
oollar-Blot. Ten days later came
another 11hirt from x428Fy
and, 11ure enough, another
note: "If you can cook like you

can write I may be smitten
beyond recall. Fascinated?"
This time she almost swooned,
ancl wrote back, "Wow, am II"
Anyhow, note followed hot
note and Miss Jomes began
thinking of turning in her
steam iron for a marriage manual. Until one day tragedy
struck. x428Fy's shirts arrived
as usual, but when Miss Jomes
turned to the slot she found
it sewn-up. Frantic, she tried
to rip it open, No luck. She
could feel something thin in~
side, but she couldn't get to
it. And that's how it's been
ever since!
You see, x428Fy had switch~
ed to slotless Van Heusen
Collarite shirts-with seum-in
stays! You should, tool These
micro-thin stays can't get lost,
keep your collar flat, and
launder with your shirt! Specify Collarite next time.
And don't feel bad about
Miss Jomes. She took her un~
}lappiness out in hard work
and was promoted to assistant
manager. We expect a thank·
you note from her any day,

Phone CH 3-1623

Applications Are
Ready for Frosh
Applications are available for
four freshman committees, freshman class vice-president Bob Stephenson said today.
Applications in the form of letters should be submitted to any
the freshman· class officers before
Dec. 15, Stephenson said.
Committees open include H'i.,.,t. ...
activities, publicity, and "Do

Fogg's Diamondscope
h~lps you

make a

Wiser Diamond Pttrchase

U."

The foreign population of N. Y.
City is 22%.

+

GIBSOR

e~e~

When he's ready for college ...
will college be ready for him?
He 1s a bright kid. And he
should go to college, Will he?

"STEEL ENGRAVEDH
14 Cards tJ.OO
These hQve.beautiful
winter scene realism

on pc:~rehtnenf pap~r.

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
BOOKSTORE
Bldg. T·20

Ext. 219

By 1967 college applications will double. No matter
how well qualified and able a
student may be, it could be
tough !or him to get in col.
lege-anywhere•.
More and better paid professors and fnstruotora are
needed to maintain scholastic
standards.· Alrea1ly classrooms and Iaboratorhis are
overcrowd.ed. Colleges and

universities are doing their
best to exp~nd facilities, but
they lack the funds.
America needs educated
people as never before. For
the sake of your children and
the future of your country,
help the colleges and universitie$ of your choice-now!

•• • • •
If you want to know what the col•

lege ~risis means to yo11, write for
a free booklet to: HIGHER EOUCA·
TION, Box 36, Times Square Sta·
tion, New York 36, New York.

NEW MEXICO LOBO

·~
~

The Diamondscope* not only
mqgnifies, it floods the "interior" of a diamond with light.
With the help of this instrument, we know the inner
secrets of any diamond we
sell. This means we can
honestly say "this is your best
diamond buy for the
money you have to
spend." No guesswork at Fogg's •••
we KNOW the qual-.
ity of the diamonds
we sell!

A Treasure pf

Knowledge lobor Handbook University of Texas

Is Open to LOBO. Readers Is NowcAvoiloble
By Laura Tippin
Due to the heartening. respouse shown by the LOBO's
multitude of faithful readers in
regard to that highly enlighten·
ing bit of knowledge known as a
filler, the LOBO herewith submits a list of 29 inspiring fillers
for tiie benefit of those students
whose aeademie thirst for know!·
edge leaps beyond the bounds of
their textbo~ks. .
Venezuela IS 1\ th1r~ larger than
Texas.
-·
Nogales, Arizona, has~ longi~ude
of 110.56 and ·a magnetic decbnation of 14e.
~ residen~e qt .90 daY_s is t•eqmred for divorce m Florida.
Sweden is ninth in production of
but~er.
.. .
. ..
. Slel'i"!l Leon~. IS tenth m product1ott of ~hi'olmte. .
.
.The d1ameter of Uranus IS 30,878
mJles.
.
Wan-en Hastings was tried in
1792.
.
. .
E .. Met. 15 the abbreviatiOn for
Engmeer of Metallurgy.
Death rate exceeded bit·th rate in
Spain il! 1939.
. . •
The life expectancy Ill Formosa
.
,
.
.
is 41.08 years.
Thete was no Immigration mto
Wake lsland is the home of the
gooney bird.
A;lad<!ln waiS the organizer of the
J amzarxeiJ,
.
. .
.
The hedgehog 1s sometimes known
as an ylespil.

the U.S.A. from Albania in 1820
Kal11mazoo had a population· of
89,437 in 1910.
Selene is the goddess of the
moon,
There were 2,676 women arrested
for drunken driving in 1951.
The method of execution in Utah
is shooting.
Adultery is grounds for divorce
in &11 48 states.
A woman can marry in Alabama·
at 14 without consent of parents.
Brig. Gen. Dodd was demoted to
colonel, May 23 , 1952.
.
The state bird of Maine is the
chickadee
Ralph Kirkpati·ick was born June
10 1911
Sister' Margaret is the chief executive of DiYouville College. ·
In 1900, .38,075 men graduated
from high school.
There were two doctors degrees
granted in Agriculture in 1951
John ll'ord wrote .the play, "Tls a
Pity She's a Whore,"
One hundred thousand people
were killed in the flood of the Friesland section of Holl!tnd in 1228 ·
Yemen has an area of 31;ooo
square miles.
Gatun dam spans the Chagres
river
on'e ounce of unsweetened chocolate has 143 calories.
The intetest on $100 fol' one day
is $.00556.
.

The new Occupational Outlook
Handbook, 1957, published by the
Department o1i.Labor is now avail·
able from the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Room 8021 630 Sansome
Street, San Francisco 11, Calif., for
$4 a copy.
The handbook describes employment opporb.mities in more than
500 occupations and 25 major industries, covering the nature of the
y.rork, where jo~s are l.ocat~d, t,rainm!F and other quahficabons reqUired, employment outlook, the
earnings a11d working co~ditions,
a_nd where to go for more mformabon.
CuiT~ntly exp~nding fields Of opportumty are hsted and -average
r!J-tes of pay iil'e shown. Occupationa particularly advanta!l'eous for
women workers are specified, and
employment trends and futures are
analyze.d.
.
The JOb of research for the 700page book was done joint~y by four
U. S. Government agenc1es - the
Dep:~;r~ment.of Labor, the Veterans
Admmistration, the Department of
Agriculture and the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare.

.
The student body of Tnmty Umversity, San Antonio, Tex., is setting up a scholarship ~ndowment in
memory of the late Pean J, L. Boatwick, who died last summer while

Zu is an evil storm god.

Buy Now on layaway Planl

with Feature.Qio center diamond
looks almost TWICE the SIZE.
TWICf es BRILUANTI
Diamond
Enguement lllna
Interlocking Diamond
Matchln& Wtddlne Rlne S!LOD

95.00

Sigma Alpha. Iota
Sigma Alpha Iota will hold arehearsal for the Hanging of the
Greens in the SUB ballroom tombrrow morning at 9:80.
·
··

Now! The one cigarette in tune with America's taste!

UNM. Will Sponsor .

has all you ~want!

Stote Workshop
The CoiJe~e ot: Education will
sponso1' an eClucation workshop on
"The, Education of Exceptional
Children!" Sllturdav.
The confet·ence Is one of seven
being held at various colleges in
New Mexico. About 150 are expected to attend the UNM workshop from Albuquerque, Farmington, Mountainair, and Estancia.
The seven workshops are being
held in cooperation with the deans
of the various state colleges and
Ellen Digneo, director of teacher
education in the State Department
of Education.
,
Highlight of the UNM workshop
will be the keynote speech by Dr.
Miles Zintz, professor at UNM. He
will talk on "The School's Responsibility to Atypical Children."
Discussion groups will be lead by
Dr. Henry Lampman, director of
guidance for the Albuquerque public schools; Dr. Stuart Adler, Albuquerque physician; Dr. G. L. Keppers, professor of education at
UNM; Dr. Ralph Norman, psychology professor at UNM; and Dr.
Zintz.
Registration for the conference
will begin at 8:30 in Mitchell Hall.
The group will adjourn at noon.

Honors late Dean
. .

visiting in Albuquerque.
Fol'lnel' dean of men at the University of New Mexico, Bostwick
left Albuquerque in 19!.17 to become
dean of men at Trinity.
The project is being administe1·ed
solely· by the students at Trinity.
ll'riends who wish to contlibute to
the memorial may .c?ntact ~he ~tu·
dent Senate of Trm1ty Umvers1ty.

q

The tobacco you want

the tobacco...
the tip...
and the taste!

· .. , only the choicest grades o(
quality tobacco, And it's all
100% natural tobacco!
r

The tip you want
: . • developed exclusively for
Hit Parade. And it re~lly does
right by the flavor!

The taste you want
... the freshest, liveliest taste
of any filter cigarette!

University Chorus
The University mixed chorus will
present a concert at Albuquerque
• high school for the University senior reeruitment program at 1 p.m.
Tuesday upon request of J. C. MacGregor, director of admissions. The
chorus is conducted by Dr. John
Batcheller.
.......... 4 4 • 4 • • ·~~ 4 ,.. • ' ,..

"THE HOUSE OF MAPS/I
Holman Homesteads

Al 5-0171
401 Wyoming Blvd.
*This instrument available only dt
Registered Jeweler, Americcm
Gem Society Stores.

Books, all publishers
College Outline Series
Drdftlng Supplies

10% discount to students

MC!ps, USGS, Highwc:~y, Aviation
Bausch & Lomb
binoculars &telescopes

At historic Williamsburg
In Virginia and
all around the U.S.A.
more people are
smoking Hit Parade

•
h
Cagers 0· pen T.on 1g t:·
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SUB Decorations

w1mmmg earn ·1-!~v::,.~!~.I~~:.:...

NEW MEXIco· LoBO

Goe.s· to Wyom·1ng

this year will have the theme
By Danny Zeff
day. His guards are not responding. utilize their height, they a1-e in for
.
"Christmas Presents '59."· ·
Much to the surprise of all Lobo Dale Caton's injured knee is keep- trouble, Stockton said that he could
The decot•ations will center
fans, there is a slight que~tion ing ~im ?ut o:f maximuT? action and not stan~ another season auch as The University swimming team around a pi.cture ~f ~he proposed
about the outcome of tonight's bas- Eddw M!ller1 Bob Martm,, and Sulo last yel!r s. 5-17 effort, as much. as makes its debut under the tutelage Student Umon ~ulldmg which is
ketball opener between UNM and Mattson are not playmg .'":ell an admission that he would res1gn of coach John Williams this week to be completed m 195,9.
.
New Mexico Western.
enough for the type of competitiOn rat~er ~han b~ave the pressures o:f when an 11.man squad competes in The lobby decora~10ns will be
Coach Bill Stockton went so far the Dobos must face.
a b1g t1me los:ng team.
the lOth .Annual Wyoming Univer- done by the SUB Directorate and
as to say that if the Lobos don't The centet• problem is. developing. .Stockton will open the season sity Relays at Laramie Saturday. the SUB club will d\lCOt'ate the
win tonight they probably won't Dick Petersen doesn't seem tll be WG!thd yeteranf. Johndnyp Tteel andt Williams said the Lobos will ballr·o~o__..m__..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
·
g his 6 7 height and has oo wm at orwar s, e ersen a
· ·
.
·WI~
~ g11me 'a ll year. .A.n· d he wasn•t ·usi
h n d l'ttl • . . 't t" 1 B"ll center arid Miller and Martin at have teams entered m each of the Rocky Mountain area.
sm!lmg,
s owe . 1 e sc~r~n.g P0 en Ia · 1e guard~.
four relay events - the 200-yd, The New Mexico entry will be
Western was defeated at Sul Cates. IS a wor.J; but, lack\ th
Saturday night the Lobos will freestyle, 150-yd. butterfly, 400-yn. matched against nine other Rocky
Ross, 77-63, in their first game of expe[Ience as e ersen s rep ace- entertain the .Air .Academy. The distance medley, and the 400-yd. Mountain school~, defending cham·
the year. The will bring a small and men ·
.
.
,
. cadets rae short on height and ex- sprint.
pion Wyoming, Denver, .Air Force
inexperienced team which must be If Eddl~ .Miller cant hold his perienae but love to run. The A.cad- This will be the fh'st time New Academy, Utah, Colorado College,
considered underdogs, no matter guard posJt!On, Stockton says ~e emp speed might give them the Mexico has entel·ed the meet, which Colorado State College, Colorado
what the result of the reeent :fresh. may .move forward Rusty. Goodwm game unless the Lobo height can is generally recognized as the open- State Unive1·sity and the University
man-varsity debacle,
~ guard and lll:ove 6-4 senior Floyd slow down their offen~e.
ing of swimming competition in the of Colorado.
Senior Don Brtlese, 6-4 center, is Siegel to startmg forward. George The .Academy just has a juniorl:===~===:::==::=::.;;;;=:::;:::;=============:;
the top threat on the NMW squad. Buckhana!l, ~op~omore g u a r d' team with sophomores dominating
FOR CHRISTMAS
Breese is the only senior on the would b~ 111 .the h~eup now but for the team. Don Wolfswinkel, Bob
starting team which has forward sch~lastlc di~culties.
Backel, a n d Bop Williams, all
Jack Reinbolt, 6-4, as the only . L1ndy Lamer, a!ter apparent s~·- around the 6-1 mark, le!ld the fast
a portrait by
other bit of height on the team. The v1val ?f. schola~t1c trouble~ of h1s break offense.
other sta1'ters will be sophomore own, IIIJ~~ed hls :fo.ot dUl'lng the The 20-man roster has only five
- - - - - - CH 7-91111804 Central SE
Ma c k Pace, 5-11, guard Tim T~anksg~vmg vacat10n and mu~t juniors. Last year's :freshman team
Brancheau, 5-11, and Mick Cava- n;1ss actiOn at the baekcourt pos1- be~:~t- the .Academy twice. The &ir- !===========================:::!
n&ugh, 6-0, guard.
t10n.
men started off their season by deStockton, optimistic about his The Lobos are low on speed and feating little Westminster, Ut~:~h,
boys laat week, is taking pause to- Stockton knows it. If they cannot 68-42.
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Phone CH 3-5425

The S~udent Sen~te at its 1•egu!ar l!leetmg.last Friday passed leg,,l Jslation callmg :for a salary of $100
• to be paid to the Homecoming chair,,, · man, or to be divided evenly among
;;:• co-chairmen. .
.
,...
• The new bill, which must be
::~ Signed by th~ student ~ody presi;o.
dent before It can go mto effect,
wo,uld also allot. a sum of $30 to. be
pau~ to the. ass.Is_!;~mt Homec~mmg
cha~rman or diVIded by assistant
chairmen.
In further legislation a bill was
brou~ht before .the Senate fo_r disTHE LARGEST BARBARY SHEEP shot in two years was bagged CUSSIOn concernmg the exclusiOn of
by UNM anthropology professor Frank Hibben Sunday near Roy freshmen • from Student Senate
in northern New Mexico. The ram, dressed out at 195 pounds, had membership.
ho~ l!l!,lasuiing 30¥s inches, a remarkable size, Hibben said, for
Un~e.r the bill no freshman woU!d
ammals who have engaged in so many battles for mates. Native to be -~ligibl~fol' senate membership
Morocco and T.unisia in North Africa, the Barbary Sheep were durmg the fir~t semester of the
planted in the rough country of the Canadian .River c;anyon. (News current year With the exceptio~ o:f
Bureau photo)
:freshman class officers. They might
.
however, hold the post of alternate
senator.
The bill, which will be voted on
at the next meeting was drawn up
by the Senate steerlng committee

'

•
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FOr 2ndSemester

Recreational swimming will be a.
reality next semester.
Th
thl • d rt
.
eth a etic
thent till
obpedn xte new ptoo 'f $350e0 ~tu endt
o Y ne semes er 1
1s rna e
available for lifeguards and lockerroom attendants coach John WilIiams said
'
Pr 'de .tP .
d
hW'l
. esl n opeJOY an coac
J •
ham{] l!re d?ty
to
~eet
today
to
set
0
~p almve;.n • po ICY on a :frecr:aIon sWimmmg program or he
new pool.
Williams, who ~as been working
on the program smce last October
said he had hoped to get the pro~
gram under way this semester but
locker room equipment hasn't been
'installed and no money is available,
so it may have to wait until n<!xt
year.
The schedule :for the pool lists
recreational swimming for next
semester from 7 to 9 p.m. six days
a week.
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3. Do you choose your brand of cigarettes because of the
, package, rather than what's inside?-------

,,.

.......
Look your
distinguished best at
every holiday formal.
Our complete rental service
provides everyt~ingall the garments are
spotlessly cleaned
and pressed •• ,. then
meticulously ''tailor-fitted'\
.l3e$t of all, renting It
~
~conomtcal •.

Jung )
as \:TOU
" . :feel! .J

2. Do you always ask to see the menu, even when you
know what you want?

s
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{ ')_iCure as
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1. Do you let the opposite sex make up your mind for you
YES
when you're buying c l o t h e s ? - - - - - · - - - -

,,~··

','.

.•

personality power
\~

·Homecoming Heod Ten Groups Curran, Gallegos
.·;~; w·n
B
I
•
d
Are Chosen To Stor in Comedy
· 1 e oone
For Song Fest
By Shokespeore
.:1, In Senote
Act.lon
org~:~nizations
.
·

'

;' i

,ltOLIDAT tt~
.:E'~ORMAL •

Test your
/

~

."

you're right when you RENT for

.A team of 32 UNM coeds left
Toys for the annual .Alpha Phi
today :for Tempe to take part in
Omega Toy Dance are now on sale
the annual women's Sports Day on
in the SUB lobby :from 9 to 4 daily.
the Arizona State College campus.
The toys will be available in the
Frances McGill, assistant profesSUB until Dec. 13. The dance is
sor" of wo~en's physical educatio?J, fi~~~lc:!se;~~~I:!~~et:ta~: ~c= scheduled for Dec. 14, in Carlisle
accom~amed the team. ~he s:ud cepted by ·the University and is gym,
.
·
more than 250 women, mcludmg
ct d t b
e f lly e t've The toys are pnced at $1.50 and
0
representatives from all Arizona e~pe_ e
ecom u
op ra I up. If purchased at the door of the
colleges, are expected to participate Witlnn ~ 0 :veeks.
dance, they will cost more, an .A
in the meet. UNM will enter the . The bmldmg has. already been the Phi 0 spokesman said today.
Site of three pubhc programs and The toys collected at the dance
only out-of-state team.
The mllet, which is held twice a o~e basketball game, and coach will be distributed to underpriviCoat and Trousers ..... $ 6.50
year, includes competition in vol- Bill Stockt?n's Lobo basketball ·leged children o:f .Albuquerque.
leyball, golf, tennis, badminton and t~am opens Its season f~rmally to- The Fanfare Band will play for
Entire Outfit ...·. .
$10.00
swimming. This year is the first in mg~t and Satur~y With games the dance.
Shoes .. , ... , ........ $ 2.00
which swimming has been included. agam~t New Mex1co Western and -------------~1
per night
Miss McGill said the spring meet the .Air Force .Academy.
physical education faculty will be
Pete McDavid, UNM athletic di- available to conduct tours and exwill be at UNM.
• •
•
rector, and Dr. .A. H. Seidler, head plain features of the building.
Chrtshan Fellowshtp of the physical education depart- Every part ofthe building will be
The Lobo Intervarsity Christian ment, will be co-hosts for the open open fot• public inspection during
Fellowship will meet tonight at house and members of both the the Sunday affair, UNM officials
7:30 at 1204 Lead .Ave., SE.
athletic department staff and the said.
Corner FIRST and GOLD

'

..

WARNER-WOODS

Unive1·sity's
Roy
Johnson gymnasium will be open
to the public :for an informal open
house Sunday :from 2 to 4 p.m.
Th
th st tu ·e co id
de rna~~~ fi ru~ :hi t'cns
nd
ere .one 0
~ nes n: . e 1 a a

.~·

.

GIVE A SPECIAL GIFT

NM Coed Athletes Tour of Gy_tri Toys Now on Sale
In.sus· L0bby
l eove for Tempe /s~heAnnounced
$2,000,0~0

U niversit:y Theater Farce
Opens W ~dnesday Night:
.. For t;iQht: Performances

'
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4, Do you agree that "The hand that rocks the cradle is
------·-"""
the hand that rules the world"?--

CJ D
s. Do you look upon the sports car craze as kid stuff?..--·- 0
CJ

D D
7. Do you disagree with this statement: "The best tobacco
makes the best smoke"L--·-·-------·....·-······-·-·--..--.-...- .... 0
D

•
•
Th e f o11OWing compames have
scheduled interviews on cam us
during the next two weeks
P
·
Dec. 10: Procter and .Gamble and
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
Dec. 11: Hercules Powder Company
d M' n
r H
11 Ran I t m eapo IS· oneywe
egu.a or Co. .
•
Dec. 12 = .Arizona Pubhc Sen-ace
Company and Climax Molybdenum Co.
Dec. 13: U.S. Naval Laboratories
and .Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co.
• ,
Dee. 16: California E 1 e c t ric
Power Co. and U. S. Steel.

T!1n campus
chosen
from a field of 15 at last Saturday's
tryouts will compete in the annual
Song Fest co~test scheduled for 7
p.m. Sunday m the SUB ballroom.
Four trophies will be awarded to
the winners in the men's and women's divisions.
Participating organiza~ons will
be: Men's division- Sigma .Alpha
Epsilon, Sigma Chi, Kappa Sigma,
Phi Delta Theta, and Lambda Chi
.Alpha. Women's division - Kappa
Kappa Gamma, .Alpha Chi Omega,
Chi Omega, .Alpha Delta Pi, and Pi
Beta Phi.

"Much .Ado About Nothing" a
sophisticated comedy by Wilham
Shakespeare, will open tomor£ow
evening at Rodey Theater for an
interrupted eight-performance ru:il.
Curtain time is 8:30.
S~akespeare weaves three plots
of h1gh comedy, confused romance,
and slapstick humor with custo- .
mary ease and perfection. ·
.Adele Gallegos and Cris Curran
will portray Beatrice and Benedick,
two of the most perfect high comedy characters in dramatic history
JoEllen Briscoe and Stepha~
Reynolds will play Hero and Claudio, the young lovers who provide
most o:f the stage action of the
play.
.
In the mo1-e earthy vein, Doug
Koss Ray. Barreras Richard EoU
vash; and Peter McCray will holii
.
•
• forth as the empty-headed but bon'ryie En?hs~ Profi~Iency Exam1- est minions of the law, whose bunnation.wh!Ch IS reqmred of all stu- gling and verbal mischief adds
de!lts m the ~olleges o~ ~rts !lnd further fluff to the light plot.
Science_s, Busm~ss ~dmm!stration, Other ma'or arts
Education, Engmeenng, Fme .Arts, K'n
s D J p
W~l~' to P~ter
and Nursing will be administered h 1 g a
on e o, I 1am Bmg-

prof•ICiency
• Exam

set f'Or Jonunry

t,

:nf~e':~~:se~
0!1 thtehfeueli~g t~tat r::~~al{9f~nin ~h:n~e!~~~i~~ .A~~o~~o~=~~a~~l~a~~:~~:.i~:
Thompson and Tom Berman s th
en enng e mversi y .
'

does not have the necessary exper.
. .
.
1ence to pa:rt!cipate m Senate.
.A new bill concerning the chartering of organizations was introduced for discussion
This new bill which will &!so be
voted on at the next meeting is a
• d :f
f
re~se
orm o a I preceding bill
which was passed by the Senate
two weeks ago, but vetoed by student council president Jack Little.
In further business, Steve Crowley, chairman of the leadership
training committee, announced that
applications for the leadership
training conference would be out
shortly after Christmas.

mg, room 122' 2 :00 -4 :30 p.m.
'II ·
'
a
e
h
. .
.
VI ams.
. 8 op ?mores, JUnior~, or seruors
Th 1
ill
(mcluding transfers) m the above thi e ). a~ w trun for four days
colleges who have not taken and
s wee • rom. omorrow through
passed the English Proficiency Ex- Saturday. It Will resume Dec. 18
amination at the University should and close Dec. 2 1.
take the test.
The Rodey box office is open daily
from 2 to 5 p m The box office ·n
Fresltmen are not to take the the Student U~i~ b 'ld'
·n bl
test.
n
UI
mg
y.'I
~
Students who are to take the test open from 10-11 a.m. and noon to
must report to the Counseling and 1:;~ ~.mt Monday throu~h Frid~y.
Testing Services room 101 and be
. u en .s ~ay reserve tickets wtth
scheduled forth~ test. Registration t~eir act~VIty cards or may purwill close at noon of the day of the c !~ s:a A.lor.A$b1•15·
test.
uc
o
o:ut Nothing" is
Students are not excused from the se~ond production by the Uniclasses to take this test.
v e r s 1 t Y T~eater. The season's
opener was The Corn Is Green"
b~ Emlyn Williams. The next drama
will. be "De~th of .a ~alesman," the
P~htzer Pr1ze wmner by .Arthur
Miller. •
.

Fernandel to Appear
In French Comedy

6. Do you consider puns .the lowest form of humor?---

s. Do you think TV will ever replace bundling as an

indoor sport?..--..·-----..-·--·-·----..---..~·-···"··..···--·

0

D

n. J, Rol'ltolda
Tobacco Compn.ily,
Wlnaton•Snlom, N.

WIN $25 CASH!
Dream up your own
questions for future
"Personality Power"
quizzes. We'll pay $25
for each question used
in this college ad cam•
)laign. Send questions
with name, address,
college and class to:
Camel Quiz, Box 1935,
Grand Central Station,
New York 17, N. Y,

If yoii ;;;-;er;d 11No'' to all questions, you obvi"
ously smoke Camels- a~ cigarette. Only 6 or

7 "No" answers mean you better get onto Camels
fast. Fewer than 6 11No's" and it really doesn't
matterwhatyousmoke.Anything'sgoodenough!

Have a real

c.

But if you want to enjoy smoking as never be"
fore switch to Camels. You'll find nothing else
tast~s so rich, smokes so good and mild. Could
be that's why more people today smoke Camels
than any other cigarette. Love that Camel! •

cigar~te- have a Camel
•

Fel'nandel, the French comedian
will star in "Topaze," in the fan
series by the Film Society.
·
"Topaze" was written and' directed by Marcel Pagnol. It is ia
French and was filmed in 1951.
Th~ Saturday Review of Literature said, ''Brilliant and amusing.
Fernandel's performance is
first rate."

Kenton to Play Dance
.At Civic Auditorium
Band leader Stan Kenton will
pla;st a dance program tonight at
the Civic auditorium from 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m.
Kenton, named band leader of
the year for five years by Down
Beat magazine, recently appeared
in a concert at Johnson gym. Kenton and his 17-piece band hold the
..OOord for highest attendance over
all performing bands.
Tickets are on sale for $2 per
person in adv~:~nce and $2.50 at the
door. Tickets &r!l on sale &t Riedling-Thompson Music Co., Persco
Music Co., and Nob Hill Dl'Ug. The
auditorium box office will open at 7
p.m. tonight.

Applicants Needed
For Fiesta Posts
I

~tH~:.:.a~~,:....;.L\ll'lll

OVER 800 STUDENTS JOINED voices for the
lltlt annual Hanging of the Greens last night in

the Studeltt Union building, Marilyn Johnson
(above) of the sponsoring Mortar Board led the
caroling in the first official campus observance

of the Christmas season. Dr. Sherman Smith,
director of student affairs, and student body
vice-president Don Fedrie 11lso spoke• .A candle·
light procession to the SUB proceded the sing•
ing. (staff photo)

Applicatiol.l .blanks for Fiesta
available
office on
Don Fedric~s desk, Fiesta chairman
Turner Branch said today.
Branch ask,ed that interested students fill out and return tli'e blanks
as soon as possible. The tentative
dates for Fiesta have been set at
May 17 and 18•

~ommittee chah•men ara
l:l1 the student council's

